Chapter 168 Welcomes a New Aircraft
By Michael Stephan

At the December fly-in and ASOD sale, I saw
quite a few members looking for the great salvage
deals. After getting an eyeful of wrecked airplanes. I
headed over to the restaurant on the Lancaster airport.
Saw a few more members there. It was hard to pick
out any of the Chapter airplanes, because the ramp
was filled with visitors to the ASOD sale. While
eating lunch, Jeff Anderson strolled in and during our
discussion he mentioned that he was hangared there at
Lancaster. Hangared there? I didn’t think Jeff owned

an airplane to put in a hangar. So I asked him. He
said he had just bought a Cherokee 140 the previous
week. I said, “I want to go see it.” So we walk up to
his hangar and he showed it to me and said he was in
the process of changing the tires. I made sure I got a
picture for the newsletter. The Chapter now has a
new airplane to see at the fly-ins. Jeff also mentioned
that he has a Garmin 195 for sale that is still in the
box. Check page 11 for the details.

Note: The January Chapter Meeting has moved to Tuesday January 8th since the first
Tuesday is New Years Day.
January 2002
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Jan. 8th Chapter Meeting

January 10th Director’s Meeting

Our January 8th
Monthly Meeting
will be held at the
Farmers Branch
Library, located on
the northwest corner
of Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr.
The meeting will be
held
in
the
auditorium and will
begin at 6:30 p.m.
and finish by 9:00.

The January BOD meeting will be held on the 10th at the
Farmers Branch Library meeting room starting at 7:00 p.m.
The minutes from the December BOD meeting (recorded
by Steve Genote) are as follows:

Our speaker this
month is our own Jan Collmer. He will give us the inside
on the Airshow pilots’ world. Last year we saw his Extra
300 going through its annual. That was a real treat. This
year, since Jan is a busy man, we are changing the format
of the meeting by putting the program at the beginning of
the meeting followed by a break and then the business part
of the meeting. Jan always delivers an excellent program
and if you are lucky he might have a few 2002 calendars.

Attendees: Michael Stephan, David Cheek, Steve
Genotte, Sam Cooper, Bill Barret, Pat Johnson, Jerry
Mrazek, Don Christiansen, and Monroe McDonald.
•

•

•

•

•

Now a short solicitation. Pat Johnson and Eileen Genotte
has been getting and setting up the refreshments for the
past year’s meetings. It is a new year now and we need
someone else to step forward and take a turn. If you talk
with Pat or Eileen you will find that it is not that hard.
Please consider volunteering. Thanks Eileen and Pat for
the past year’s help.

•

January 12th Chapter Fly In

•

Our Fly-in this month will be to Addison airport to visit
the Cavenaugh Flight Museum at the north end of the
airport.
Since the weather in January is often
unpredictable, we decided to go somewhere that could also
be a drive-in. We can get a discount at Cavanaugh. 10+
adults is 10%. 20+ adults is 20%. Normal admission is $6
for adults. We will arrange for a docent tour starting at 10
AM on Saturday. The Museum is a great collection of
aircraft that range from WWI biplanes to Vietnam era jets.

Upcoming Local Events
•
•

•

th

Jan. 12 – Chapter Fly-in to Addison.
Jan 25 - Texas Light Aviation Safety Seminar (Ultralight)
Fort Worth, Texas FFI: Sam Cox 817/232-3379
Jan. 29th – Newsletter Assembly.
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•

The next Chapter Meeting is January 8th, from 6:30
p.m. until 10:00 p.m. Jan Collmer will speak at
6:30, with the business meeting to follow.
The January fly-in will be on the 12th, at the
Cavanaugh Flight Museum at Addison Airport. A
tour will be given, starting around 10:00 a.m.
The next Board meeting will be at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, Jan. 10th, in the Farmers Branch Public
Library.
The January newsletter assembly will be at the
home of Don Christiansen and family on Tuesday,
Jan. 29, starting at 7 p.m.
The Membership Committee has brought in four
new members in the last few weeks.
President Cooper is verifying the Chapter’s list of
Tech Counselors, Flight Advisors, and other nonelected Board Members.
Chapter renewal with E.A.A. National is due. The
Chapter fee has gone up from $20 to $40 per year.
Insurance premiums have also increased, with our
normal level of coverage rising from $40 to $90
per year.
The Chapter By-Laws were reviewed.

January 29th Newsletter Assembly
The February issue of Hangar Echoes will be assembled
at the home of Don and Linda Christiansen starting at 7:00
PM. The address is 515 Softwood Circle Duncanville,Tx
75137. For directions call Don at 972-298-6531.
Don does not have a project to see, but he and Linda are
great hosts. We hope to see you there.

Upcoming National Events
•
•

April 7 - 13, 2002 - Sun-N-Fun
July 23 - 29 – Airventure 2002
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A Message from the President:
Sam Cooper
This year I was able to attend and enjoy our Chapter
Christmas party during the December Meeting. We had
a great time enjoying some seasonal food and deserts
and a very entertaining white elephant gift exchange.
Finally, we wrapped up the evening with some bluegrass
music played very well by a group of talented musicians
that included our own Jerry Mrazek. (It turned out that a
number of the musicians had aviation connections.) I
certainly enjoyed the evening, and I think everyone else
did as well. I want to thank Ann Asberry for her
organization of the evening, and Nancy McDonald, and
Pat Johnson for helping the Chapter provide the sliced
ham and drinks. I also want to thank Jerry Mrazek and
his fellow bluegrass musicians for taking their time to provide us with some excellent musical entertainment.
I went down to Air Salvage of Dallas (ASOD) for our December Fly-in during their annual sale. After a quick pass through
their interior displays, I headed to the outdoor airframe salvage section of their facility. This area primarily contains fuselages
arranged by manufacturer and type that are stripped of flying surfaces. These are almost all aluminum fuselages, with the
occasional welded tube one for variety.
I like to take the time to observe the different types of construction that are needed and used. There is quite a variety of wing
attachment methods, depending of the situation. The Beechcraft Bonanzas and Barons have 6 fasteners holding a wing on each
side. The special fasteners and structure are very stout, with serrations on the mating surfaces and a one-time use aluminum
washer between those surfaces. The mating surfaces are vertical and parallel to the longitudinal centerline of the airplane. The
high wing Cessnas tend to use multiple clevis and yoke arrangements with precision pins holding the wing in place. The
cantilever wing Cessnas have a massive spar carry through in the top of the cabin that matches the spar Beechcraft uses in the
bottom of the cabin. In contrast, the strut braced Cessnas have much smaller and lighter attachments at the wing root because
of the load taken by the struts into the bottom of the fuselage. It is obvious that you cannot let a strut, or its fittings, fail,
because the wing root fittings will not resist the wing bending moment without the struts.
What I think was a Grumman fuselage showed a different approach. Here, the spar carry through was a tube which extended
past the side of the fuselage by about two feet. The bottom and sides of the fuselage were made from about 1/2 inch thick
aluminum honeycomb panel. These surfaces were almost free of reinforcing elements, which is in marked contrast to the
aluminum sheet, bulkhead and stringer construction of the Beechcraft and Cessna aircraft.
Finally, a number of the fuselages have some very specialized parts in them. To me, some of the most impressive of these
were the aluminum window and door frame parts. Many were one piece and would have been made in very large industrial
presses. The result is a very light and strong part that would be nearly impossible for a homebuilder to fabricate. Quite a
contrast to the simplified aluminum construction we are exposed to in building custom aircraft.
I like to use a visit to the ASOD salvage yard as a chance to look at and appreciate the detailed airframe design methods used
on different production aircraft. I find it interesting, illuminating, and educational to be able to “look under the skin” of so
many different designs in such a short period of time.
I just got some late breaking news on 12/19 that the Enhanced Class B airspace has been eliminated by a new round of
NOTAMs. With luck it will stick. In addition, the Sport Pilot proposal has apparently gone from the DOT to the OMB. Let’s
hope it gets through this time.
As the new year gets underway, I am looking forward to the opportunities we have ahead of us for entertainment, education
and service through sport aviation. I hope that you will play an active part when you are able. It is time to see what we can
make of the new year.
Let’s keep building, restoring and using our flying machines.
January 2002
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Chapter Christmas Party
By Michael Stephan

Last Month at the December chapter meeting, we had
our annual Christmas party. We began with a delicious
dinner. Not only do we have some good pilots in the
Chapter, but we also have some pretty good cooks. After
eating, Ann started our white elephant gift exchange. It
took a while, but I think everyone came away with
something pretty nice. But, the highlight of the evening,
which has been for the last three years, was Jerry Mrazek
and the Bluegrass friends he picks with. These guys put
on a very enjoyable show and it gets better every year.
Thanks to all who make the Christmas party a good time
every year. I’ve included a few pictures of the festivities.

January 2002
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Chris Pratt’s RV-8
By Michael Stephan

The newsletter gang last month traveled to Chris Pratt’s
home to fold a few newsletters and to get a look at his
RV-8 project.

Being near this stage myself I can appreciate the
amount of time it takes to decide what you want in your
panel as well as how you want it to be arranged.

Chris also has quite a bit a wiring in the airplane for
the circuit breakers and fuse blocks.
⇒

If you remember, a few years back Chris sold the
Glastar Tail kit he was building and switched to a
Quickbuild RV–8 knowing that with the limited time he
could spend building he could probably have an airplane
in the air much sooner. He picked a pretty good flying
airplane as well. Chris has made some excellent progress
since we last saw his project. The size of the space he
has to build in is not large enough to have the engine
mounted and still be able to move around the shop. So,
he is doing as much work on the plane as he can before
he moves it to the airport to put the engine and prop on.
Currently he is working on the instrument panel. He has
the instruments purchased, the holes in the panel cut and
he is ready to assemble them and put into the airplane.

January 2002
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Chris has also completed the wings and has them
resting comfortably on their cradle in the dining room.

Chapter Member Wins Award
By Michael Stephan

Some people are just too humble to toot their own horn,
so I will do it for them. At the Las Cruses RV fly-in
Marvin Brott won the “Best RV-8” award, which doesn’t
surprise me. His airplane is beautiful. I would not have
known had I not been perusing the Doug Reeves’ web
site looking for material for the newsletter. Well I found
some. Congratulations Marvin!

It was very helpful to talk to Chris about his project.
Not only did I get a few answers that will help me on my
project, but also his enthusiasm and passion for his
airplane rubs off on you. Thanks Chris for inviting the
newsletter gang to your home. We really enjoyed it.

January 2002
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An Airplane without Gyros?
By Michael Stephan

This past summer there was quite a buzz about these
new boxes that were going to replace the traditional
gyros. These boxes are able to drive multifunctional
displays and give experimental aviation flat panel screens
like commercial aircraft. Being a curious person and an
airplane builder I thought I would do a little research and
learn about these little magical black boxes.
These instruments are generally referred to as AttitudeHeading Reference Systems (AHRS). I found two
companies that build these devices:
Crossbox Technology (www.xbow.com) and
Watson Industries (www.watson–gyro.com).
Most gyro instruments
(attitude indicator, turn and
bank coordinator and
directional gyro) work on
the
principle
of
conservation of angular
momentum. A small wheel
spins in a series of gimbals
and when the aircraft turns,
the sensors on the gimbals
translate the motion
The Crossbow AHRS400CB
to the gauge. The
spinning mass inside the instrument can receive their
energy by either vacuum pump or electrical motor. Since
these devices are mechanical in nature they inherit the
problems of a mechanical systems. Because mechanical
gyros are constructed with many moving parts with close
tolerances, they can break. As the ball bearings that
support the high-speed wheel and the gimbals begin to
wear, they contribute to
precession
errors.
Compounding the issue
with vacuum gyros, is
that dirt and dust in the
vacuum line destroys the
bearings.
Another
common problem is that
long
periods
of
inactivity can also cause
the mechanical gyro to
stop
functioning
altogether or reduce
Watson Technology’s
accuracy and increase
AHRS-E303
drift rates.
January 2002

Recently, a breakthrough in silicon chip fabrication
technology allows for the creation of accurate inertial
sensors in silicon. This technology is known as Micro
Electro-Mechanical Sensors (MEMS). Crossbow sells
low cost solid-state gyros that measure Roll, Pitch, and
Heading using MEMS technology. These AttitudeHeading Reference Systems (AHRS) use a 3-axis
accelerometer and a 3-axis rate sensor to make a
complete measurement of the dynamics of your system.
The addition of a 3-axis magnetometer inside the
Crossbow AHRS allows it to make a true measurement of
magnetic heading without an external flux valve, which is
required on a traditional slaved Directional Gyro. Take
the output of these sensors and run them through a
microprocessor with and error correction algorithm then
output that to the display. That makes an AHRS the
solid-state equivalent of a vertical gyro/artificial horizon
display combined with a directional gyro and flux valve.
The Crossbow AHRS unit is low power (< 0.3A), reliable
(> 20,000 hr MTBF) and accurate (better than 2 degrees
in roll and pitch). The Watson unit works very similarly
except they use a liquid pendulum to get a vertical
reference.
⇒
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These devices are pretty amazing, but unfortunately
they are not certified for production aircraft. So currently
they can only be used in experimental aircraft. But,
Crossbow did say that they are building a new product
called the AHRS500GA. This unit is designed from the
ground up for FAA certification, including the TSO
requirements (TSO 4 and 6), DO–178B software
certification to level B, and DO–160D environmental
tests for class 1, 2, and 3 aircraft. Crossbow anticipates
these units to be certified and available in 2002.
⇒
Now we have a gyro, but how do we see the magic that
is inside. To do that, we need a display. The Crossbow
Gyro has a digital computer compatible output (RS-232).
Packets of digital information containing roll angle, pitch
angle, and heading angle are sent out in standard serial
format up to 70 times per second. This makes it easy to
connect to digital displays – like those in the new glass
cockpit systems. Several companies have displays that
are driven by an AHRS, and Crossbow has even
developed its own software that displays data on an ipaq
pocket computer.

The AHRS can be installed just about anywhere in the
airframe, but it should be installed on a level surface
(with respect to Earth), and with the connector facing
towards the aft. Because the Magnetometer is built into
the instrument, installing near large amounts of magnetic
material, or moving magnetic objects should be avoided.

January 2002
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So, how much do they cost? I did a short look around
the internet and the cheapest deal that I found was the
MicroEFIS from Icarus Instruments. More information
The
can be found at www.icarusinstruments.com
Basic microEFIS: $1,495.00 includes solid state gyro
module, serial
cable to iPAQ,
and
iPAQ
microEFIS
software GPS.
As of December
1, 2001, over 400
microEFIS units
have
been
shipped.
I will keep you
updated on these
systems as I do
more research. I
do not know yet
how the costs
compare to that of
a
traditional
panel. I will probably be doing some kind of comparison.
Don’t be surprised if you see one in my RV-8.

Icarus Instruments MicroEFIS

How The Internet Is Changing The
RV Experience
by Doug Reeves

January 2001 - I spent my lunch hour today up in
space looking over the shoulders of astronauts. Someone
at NASA had the good idea of attaching cameras to the
astronaut’s helmets, so there I sat eating my sandwich,
watching them connect power cables on the International
Space Station. As this transpired I moved a few dollars
from my savings account into checking and then checked
to see who was playing on Austin City Limits next
Sunday. Willie Nelson. With ten minutes of lunch left, I
caught up on Mike McGee’s trip from Oregon to
Venezuela in his RV-4. A trip to space, the bank, Austin,
and finally South America made for a pretty typical
Internet lunch hour.
I’ve tried to break down how I believe the Internet has
added value to the ‘RV Experience’ in two broad
categories, one on a global level and the other locally.
Sure there are some that think the web is an evil thing
(and I’m the first to admit that there are some pretty scary
parts), but the good far outpaces the bad and with it
comes a global virtual community that in my opinion is
unmatched by any other of the homebuilt groups.

ON A GLOBAL LEVEL
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Message Boards (a.k.a. Discussion
Boards)
Classifieds
Vendor Specific Discussion Boards
The Upcoming Events Board
Building Milestones Board
Mailing Lists (email lists)
Hospitality Overnight List
Transition Training
Articles
Travel Stories
Plan Revisions
Builder Modifications
Instant Messaging

ON A LOCAL LEVEL
• Egroups Online Communities

(now called Yahoo groups)
Egroups Online Communities
I've been encouraging the creation of a global
network of RV online communities called
'eGroups'. You can see a listing of the groups that
have been created so far at
"http://www.metronet.com/~dreeves/RV_egroups.htm".
Consider this quote from Van's official site:

January 2002
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"We encourage you to check with those who are
already building or flying RVs. RV builders often
band together to provide each other assistance in
building and flying their aircraft. Many of these
groups are highly organized, with regular
meetings, newsletters, tool banks and fly-in
events. Van's Aircraft has found Builders Groups
to be invaluable to new builders and encourages
them..."
• What’s an ‘eGroup’? It's a lot of things, but the
short answer is it's an 'online community'. If
there are five or so RV's in your city, and those
people have access to the Internet, there should
be an eGroup created for that area. Here are
some benefits of a global network of local RV
eGroups.
• The Pictures
• All the E-mail addresses (for the RV
people in YOUR local area)
• The Shared Calendar (that everyone
can add to).
• The Links to other helpful sites.
• The Databases The 'Database' area is
where members can maintain lists of
stuff:
• The Polling Feature A voting feature
that allows you to post a question and
have people vote. It counts the votes for
you and gives you a nice bar chart.
• Mobility Since it is web driven you can
access it from any computer connected
to the internet.

Comment from Michael Stephan, editor:
Although Doug is a RV builder and he is talking about the
RV community, his comments can be applied to most types of
aircraft out there. People are using the internet to form virtual
building communities. I’ve seen the same type of communities
for canard builders, Glassair builders, Kitfox builders, and
many more. There is a lot of “noise” in these groups, but with
a discerning eye you can find invaluable information. I know I
have. It can make building go much faster.
This is a condensed version of the article that Doug has on
his website. In his article he describes each of the tools that
are available on the internet. The full article can be found at:
http://www.metronet.com/~dreeves/articles/rvs_and_the_www.htm.

All this Internet stuff works because a lot of people do a
little bit for the collective good. Everyone benefits, the
information is timely, helpful, entertaining, efficiently
distributed, and FREE. When I finally finish building our
family’s RV-6 one of the first places I’m going to go is to
Florida to see a shuttle launch (with my daughter). I’ll
probably stay with Rick Caldwell, who I found on the
‘Hospitality Overnight’ list. He lives right down the
beach from Cape Canaveral.
Nice people, these RVators.
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